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SUN Yifeng is Professor of Translation Studies at Lingnan University, Hong Kong, and Affiliate 
Professor at Southwest University and some other institutions. He is the author of several books, 
including Fragmentation and Dramatic Moments (2002), Perspective, Interpretation and 
Culture:  Literary Translation and Translation Theory (2004; 2nd edition, 2006), and Cultural 
Exile and Homeward Journey (2005); co-editor of Translation, Globalisation and Localisation 
(2008) and editor of Anthology of 20th Century Chinese Literature: Novellas and Short Stories 
(forthcoming). He is former Vice President of the International Association for Translation 
and Intercultural Studies, and has published numerous articles both in English and Chinese on 



































Frederik H. GREEN is Assistant Professor of Chinese language and literature at San Francisco 
State University. He received his PhD in Chinese literature from Yale University. His research 
interests include Republican-period literature, Sino-Japanese relations and post-socialist Chinese 
cinema. His work on Xu Xu and Chinese romanticism has appeared in Modern Chinese Literature 
and Culture and in 書寫香港@文學故事 (Writing the Story of Hong Kong Literature) edited by 
Leung Ping-kwan. He is currently working on a book manuscript on trans-cultural romanticism 
in 20th century Chinese literature and film. 
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